12 June
Friday 12	the king
The King paid a surprise visit to the Ministry of Labour's
training centres for young unemployed men at Slough and
Park Royal, Acton, At Park Royal the visit was a complete
surprise. The King was accompanied by Mr. Ernest Brown,
the Minister of Labour. He \vas received by the manager of the
centre and ar once made an inspection. He saw about 400 men
at work in fourteen different trades and occupations. Most of
the men come from the distressed areas of South Wales, the
North of England, and Clydeside. The King talked to some of
the men and heard with interest that a high proportion have
since found permanent employment.
the death of the provost of eton
Dr. Montague Rhodes James died at the age of seventy-five.
He was Provost of King's College from 1905 to 1918, and since
1918 Provost of Eton. He was a great mediaeval scholar, but
most famous as the author of the Ghost Stories of an Antiquary.
mr. neville chamberlain's speech
Mr. Chamberlain's speech to the 1900 Club has caused con-
siderable stir and some indignation expressed in questions in
the House.
the french strikes
The strike situation has greatly improved in France, An
official settlement has been reached for the bulk of the metal-
lurgical industry, and the Renault and Citroen works have been
evacuated by the strikers, who left small parties in the factories
to tidy up and to prevent sabotage. Workmen left the factories
marching in orderly procession, singing and cheering their
success through the streets of Billancourt and Boulogne-sur-
Seine. The procession was led by bands, and included cars
which carried symbolic figures, some serious, some comic,
which had been made in the workshops during the strike.
G. K. chesterton
G. K. Chesterton died at the age of sixty-two. He was the
most versatile of modern writers, at his greatest in the years
before the war. His Father Brown stories will perhaps be re-
membered longest, but he was no mean literaiy critic, and few
have written so well on Dickens, Browning, Blake, or the
Victorian Age.
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